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LOST 

 

 

Private viewing with the artist Friday 26 September 2014 – 6 pm 

Exhibition September 27 – October 25, 2014 

 

 

The Galerie Heinzer Reszler is pleased to announce the exhibition of Sophie Bouvier Ausländer's 

Lost. In her current work, the artist continues her research on representation of possible worlds 

and their various dimensions. 
 

This new Lost series consists of creased maps, greased with paraffin and covered with various 

pigments. While flattening them back, a third dimension remains. The map's information isn't 

graphical anymore but completely transformed back into actual physical relief, leaving only 

remains of territorial indications. The folds are enhanced by the pigments. 
 

Monochromes emerge from this practice, though these are relative monochrome as under closer 

inspection, roads and prime characteristics of the map are still visible. Lost is located at a cross-

road: the pieces are ambivalent, both drawings and sculpture. 

 

Terry Rosenberg, while referring to this series, speaks of « ready un-made » as the initial material, 

given or found, was once a finished and useful product. Now obsolete, it seems offered to new 

meanings that Bouvier Ausländer explores. Once reworked, these maps mislead us and, 

paradoxically, make us loose any sense of direction. The observer is deprived of any marker, 

should it be geographical, physical or sensory. Its English title, Lost, as opposed to its translation 

in French “perdu”, reinforces this effect, lost in between genders, disciplines or dimensions. 

 

The Archisculptures / Portraits of the Artist are projected ideal studios. Place of creation by 

excellence, the fantasised spaces contain disproportionate art works expanding beyond control 

such a transplant that would had worked too well. From these different variations around creation 

emerge sculptures made of two elements that interact, sort of mise en abîme of the artwork and 

the place of its birth. 

 

Sophie Bouvier Ausländer (Lausanne, 1970) has studied at the Ecole Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne 

(ECAL), 1990, and at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Arts Visuels de la Cambre in Brussels 

(1992). She is graduated from Central Saint Martins, College of Art and Design, London, 2000. She 

currently follows a Ph.D. at the Slade School of Fine Arts, UCL, London. Among other awards 

received, let’s mention the Reymond (2013) prize, the Bourse Fondation Alice Bailly (2005). Sophie 

Bouvier Ausländer’s work has been exhibited in numerous solo and collective exhibitions in 

Switzerland and in France. Her work also appears in numerous public and private collections such 

as the Caldic Collectie NL, Banque Cantonale Vaudoise or the Fonds des Arts Plastiques de la 

Ville de Lausanne. The Musée d’Art de Pully is currently showing a personnal exhibition of here 

work entitled Hotel Ausland, which is on view till November 23, 2014. Finally, a monograph, Hotel 

Ausland, dedicated to here recent works will be published in November 2014 (Infolio L’APAGE 

editors). 


